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Abstract: Commonly used models for the thermal re-radiation of space objects are mathematically
very simple but also insufficient. The radiation transport through the objects is either neglected or
semi-empirically fitted with so-called lag parameters. The simplified models without lag parameters
assume no thermal radiation if the two sides of the object have identical thermal radiation parameters and temperature drops to zero immediately when shadow is reached. This is not realistic and
leads to a wrong determination of the effects of thermal radiation, so-called YORP and YARKOWSKI
effects on the orbit and attitude of uncontrolled objects. This paper suggests an improved thermal
model, which is still computationally inexpensive.
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1.

Introduction

In 2004, T. Schildknecht [1, 2] discovered a new class of objects with surprisingly high area-to-mass
ratios. This class of objects is highly perturbed by non-gravitational accelerations, especially solar
radiation pressure for those objects, which are in near geostationary orbits. Direct solar radiation
pressure is one force acting on the object via reflection and absorption forces, that alter both,
the attitude of the object and have effects on the orbit. Significant effort has been spent in the
prediction of high area-to-mass ratio objects, which are solar radiation pressure perturbed and to
model correctly the coupled orbit-attitude motion of non-spherical objects [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
The effects of direct radiation pressure has not only be investigated in the space debris physics,
but is mainly known for the orbit and attitude modeling of asteroids. In 1851 Öpik [8] recalled a
pamphlet from Yarkovski, in which the effect of anisotropic thermal re-radiation was discussed,
being an additional force acting on a celestial body and depending on the area-to-mass ratio of
the asteroid may significantly alter its orbital evolution. Starting in 1954, O’Keefe, Radzievskii
and Paddack realized that the effect is not only significant on the orbital evolution but also on the
attitude of the object, which can result in significant rotation of a body. This gave rise to the name
YORP effect [9].
To a very limited extend YORP effects have been studied for space debris objects [10]. In that work,
emphasis has been laid on the long term effects and if YORP could be an explanation of rotation
rates of large bodies such as upper stages and complete decommissioned satellites. This current
work has a different purpose. It focuses on the high area-to-mass ratio objects (HAMR) and discerns
if in the short term prediction between two observation periods, YORP and Yarkosvski effect have a
significant influence on both the attitude and the orbit of the object, such that they should necessarily
be modeled in order to have a reliable prediction that allows re-detection of those objects. The
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mathematical theory of modeling reflection and thermal radiation effects is shown and two cases
are simulated, a flat object with non-uniform reflection properties and a folded object, which is
significantly affected by self-shadowing. Both types of objects are known to spin up rapidly within
shortest time periods due to reflection forces alone. Their orbits are significantly altered by their
attitude motion [3, 5]. Initial studies on this subject have been performed by the author [11], for
sake of completeness the findings are fully included here.
2.

Orbit and Attitude Dynamics

The fully coupled orbit-attitude motion without thermal re-radiation has been already investigated
and explained in greater detail [3].The geocentric equations of motion for an object are described as
follows:
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where ~x is the geocentric position of the object, G the gravitational constant, M the Earth mass
and V (~x) the Earth gravitational potential. For its representation the formulation of Pines [12]
was chosen, and transformed in the Earth centered space fixed coordinate system. The third body
gravitational perturbations of the Sun and Moon (k=1,2) with the states ~xk have also been taken
P
into account. Finally, ~a is the sum over all non-gravitational accelerations acting on the satellite.
These latter perturbations can include accelerations due to direct solar radiation pressure (SRP) and,
hence, the attitude dependence finds its way into the equations of motion. If attitude dynamics are
modeled, these must be included in the integration of the equations of motion.
The dynamic equations of motion a rigid body can be calculated using Euler’s equations [13],
where the body is approximated as sum over the n facet- and volume elements approximating the
body’s shape and mass, respectively:
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~ (t) is the angular velocity body rate. Iαβ is the tensors of the net moments of inertia of each
where ω
volume element, with mass mk located at position zαβ γ , δ is the kronecker delta. The moments
P
of inertia are constant over time, under the assumption of a rigid body. l ~τl represents the sum
of the disturbance torques. In the case of space debris objects no control torques are present. The
vectors are represented and time-derivatives taken in a body-fixed reference frame. The kinematic
equations can be represented in terms of attitude as quaternions [13]:
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The gravitational torque is approximated assuming that the distance between the geocenter and
the geometric center of the object ~x is much larger than the extension of the object itself for each
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volume element of the object. It can be expressed as the following with the moments of inertia
tensor defined in Eq. 2:
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ˆ
where ~ξ = T ·~xˆ is the position vector of the object transformed to the body system by the inertial to
P
body transformation matrix T , G is the gravitational constant, M the mass of the Earth, m = k mk
the total mass of the object, ~ρgrav is the distance of the geometric center of the object to the center
of mass.
2.1.

Solar Radiation Pressure

The interaction of light with a surface material may be described in a number of ways. One option
is a full bidirectional reflection function (BRDF), the effect of the direct radiation pressure in
HAMR object has been investigated [3]. However, a simple approximation is to represent all
materials as a mixture of three different processes, specular reflection, Lambertian diffuse reflection
and absorption, which are weighted against each other according to material properties with the
coefficients Ca ,Cs ,Cd . If the material is opaque those coefficients add up to one Ca +Cs +Cd = 1.
The flux on a surface is given by the solar flux, which is equal to the solar constant E at Earth
surface, divided by the speed of light c. To find the flux at the object’s position it has to be scaled to
the appropriate distance. The force acting on a surface is given by the following expression:
A2
~Frad = E
· ~f (A)
c |~x −~xSun |2

(3)

m is the total mass of the object, A the astronomical unit, ~xSun the geocentric position of the sun, c
velocity of light, ~S the direction of the radiation source, ~x is the position vector of the object and
~f (A) the area dependent acceleration function.It is sometimes referred to as force function, which is
strictly speaking not correct, as this would neglect the mass term.
The reflection function consists of three different parts according to the different kinds of reflection.
The absorption exerts the following acceleration on an infinitesimal surface dA:
d~ f (A)abs = −Ca cos θ ~SdA,

(4)

where θ is the angle between the face normal ~N and the sun vector ~S. The specular reflection is
reflected back in the direction (−~S + ~N cos θ ), leading to:
d~ f (A)spec = −Cs (~S − 2 cos θ ~N − cos θ ~S)dA.
3

(5)

The diffuse reflection is of a Lambertian surface is distributed proportional to cos φ , where φ is the
angle between the reflected radiation and ~N. Integrating over all reflection directions leads to:
2
d~ f (A)dif = −Cd (− cos θ ~S − cos θ ~S)dA.
3
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Taking all terms together, analytical solutions can be found for some simple shapes.
For a spherical surface of radius r we get:

~frad,sphere = −4πr2 1 + 1 Cd )~Sˆ
4 9

(7)

For a sphere sometimes the parameter Cd is replaced by a single value C̃ = ( 41 + 19 Cd ). For a flat
surface with area A, the acceleration function is:
~frad,flat = A~S~N · [(1 −Cs )~S + 2(Cs · ~S~N + 1 Cd )~N]
3
ˆ
ˆ
~
for:
0 < arccos(S~Ni ) < π/2

(8)

The absorbed portion of the incident radiation can be re-emitted via thermal radiation. The emission
force of a surface A with temperature T is:
~Femiss = k T 4Ce A~N,
c

(9)

where Ce is the emission coefficient, k is the Stefan Boltzmann constant.
In general the temperature T̃ is approximated via the following (one dimensional) steady state
power balance:
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assuming the solar radiation is incident on the front side of the material. A is the surface/cross
sectional area of the material, which appears in all terms of the equation, which is in turn independent
of it. Ce, f is the front and Ce,b back emission coefficient, T̃ f is the front side and T̃b back side
temperature, Tspace the ambient space temperature. Ca, f the front side absorption coefficient, σ the
thermal conductivity, L the thickness of the material. In order to expand Eq.11 for three dimensions,
further coupled equations for the temperatures within the materials have to be added. For thin
materials the transmission through the object is often assumed to be immediate, that is the front
and the back side temperature would be always the same, as if the thickness would be zero. Setting
T̃ f = T̃b = T̃ leads to the following equation for the temperature:
T̃ =(Ca cos θ E
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In general, a further simplification is made such that the space ambient temperature is assumed to be
exactly zero Kelvin. Hence, most commonly the temperature T̃ is approximated via the following
steady state power balance [14]:
A ·Ca · cos θ E

A2
= kT̃ 4 (Ce, f +Ce,b ) · A
|~x −~xSun |2

(13)

Again, this is neglecting any surface thermal transport and a direct thermal transport throughout the
object and a zero ambient temperature. This leads to the following equation for the temperature:
T̃ =(Ca, f cos θ E
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This leads to the following emission force expression:
Ce, f
A2
~N,
~F˜ emiss = A E Ca, f cos θ
·
2
c
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(15)

The emission force is the equal to the absorption force (Eq.3 and 4) redirected in the direction
of the normal vector and scaled by the emission coefficients of the front and back side in this
model. For identical emission coefficients, the absolute value of the absorption force is scaled by
0.5. The steady state power balance has often been used [10, 6, 7]. It has the advantage that it even
allows to combine the front side and back side equations into one temperature expression, such
that the thermal emission of both sides can be calculated in one step only. However, it has several
shortcomings. Because of the steady state assumption, the model does not take the thickness of the
material into account, and the transmission through the object is seen as immediate. The temperature
drops immediately to zero, as soon as the incoming radiation ceases. This would be also true if
parts of the object would be self-shadowed, which means that in our calculation one part of the
object could in case of self-shadowing immediately have zero temperature and adjacent sun-light
parts have a high temperature. Multi-layer insulation materials, however, are build to isolate, and
hence, an immediate heat transfer is probably not an accurate description. More fundamentally,
if we add the front side ~F˜ emiss,f and back side force ~F˜ emiss,b on a plate like object together, the net
force is directly proportional to the difference in the emission coefficient.
~F˜ emiss,f + ~F˜ emiss,b
if ~N f = −~Nb and Ce, f = Ce,b

Ce, f ~N f +Ce,b~Nb
−→ ~F˜ emiss,f + ~F˜ emiss,b = ~0
∝

(16)

For any object with identical front side and back side material, and hence emission coefficients, the
thermal radiation is always zero, as half the incoming energy is equally radiated outwards on the
back and and the front, and hence is identically to a model neglecting this effect. There have been
attempts to enhance the model deficiencies with empirical models or at least the introduction of
so-called lag parameters [15].
Another way is to focus on the physical process of heat transfer instead of the steady state solution and find a computationally efficient way to solve the heat transfer equation, which in the
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current case has the following form:
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T is the temperature, α = cσp ρ is the thermal diffusivity, where σ is the thermal conductivity, c p is
the specific heat capacity, and ρ is the density of the material, Ggen is the heat generated on the
surface of the object by the incoming radiation. Note that the derivatives are taken over the object
itself in the object coordinate frame. The steady state equations can be derived from the transient
ones in setting the time derivative to zero.
A straight forward solution of the above heat transfer equation would be to use numerically
integrated finite element methods. The disadvantage is that a full finite element solution is computationally expensive, especially when combined in a simultaneous six degree of freedom orbit
integration. We choose the alternative to approximate the partial differential equation via finite
differences. Finite differences can be understood as the solution of the weak form of the PDE where
the integrals are solved via trapezium rule under the assumption of equidistant elements under
utilization of Garlekin method[16]. This leads to the following equation using the Taylor series
expansion to derive the finite differences to replace the derivatives of first and second order. In the
equation below, we assume a boundary on the surface in z-direction:
 T (x + l, y , z ) − 2T (x , y , z ) + T (x − l, y , z )
∂ Ti
i i
i i
i i i i
i i
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where the temperatures are defined for each sub-volume element i. The xbody and ybody direction
are on the surface of the object. The z direction is in direction through the object, zbody , ∆ denotes
the difference between two reference points in the finite differences. The temperature of each
subelement at the next time step t+1 is then calculated using finite differences:
Ti,t+1 = Ti,t +

dTi
· ∆t
dt

(20)

This leads to the possibility having different temperatures on both sides of the materials as well as
taking self-shadowing effects into account where differences in the temperature of adjacent parts
of the objects are influencing each other. That means, thermal effects take place, even when the
emission coefficient of both sides is identical. This also means, temperature gradients over the
object is possible. However, this reduces the computational burden tremendously, but allowing
6

Table 1: Fabrication values of MLI pieces[17]: coating, AMR value [m2 /kg], reflection
(specular and diffuse) absorption and emission values (Cs , Cd , Ca ), thermal conductivity
σ ([W/mk], specific heat c p [J/kgK] and the density ρ [kg/m3 ][17, 18].
Kapton [37.5µm] AMR Cs
Cd
Ca
Ce
σ
cp
ρ
3
alum coated.
26.3
0.60 0.26 0.14 0.26 0.12 1.09·10 1.52·103

for an improved temperature model and thermal radiation pressure modeling nevertheless. What
remains are stability limitations, for the temperature transmission through this very thin material,
which requires small times steps. The stability condition is:
α∆t 1
≤
∆x
2
3.

(21)

Simulation

The multi-layer material Kapton [17] has been simulated. The material properties are listed in
Table 1. The thickness of the object is 37.5µm, the object is tessellated in nine-surface resp. volume
elements. For the thermal conductivity a constant value was assumed although it is well established
that those values vary with temperature. But as the variations are small within the temperature band
compared to the absolute values, this was not taken into account. A reference value of around 90
Kelvin was chosen. The coating is so thin, that the surface properties are adapted and the volumetric
thermal properties are the same as the uncoated object.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Transient thermal evolution of a perfectly isolated fully coated piece of MLI.

A flat object geometries has been used, which has been investigated in the absence of thermal
re-radiation [3, 5]. The object is assumed to be a rigid body, which is, given the properties of MLI,
maybe not a very good approximation. The object is assumed to be coated with aluminum on
both sides, hence having the same emission coefficient on either side. The object is first simulated
neglecting thermal re-radiation completely, secondly using the oversimplified steady state model,
as in Eq. 13 to 15 is explained, and thirdly, by using the transient model in Eq.18 and 19. At
7

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: a) Steady state (with 0K, and with 3K ambient temperature) and transient temperature with incoming radiation at one AU for a both side coated Kapton object, b) differences
between steady state and transient temperatures on both sides.
first we investigate the thermal properties of the object. In Fig.1a) the object isolated object has
a temperature of 100K at the front side and 10K at the back side. Without ambient temperature
exchange nor incoming radiation the temperature on the back and front side quickly equal each
other. As a comparison, the steady state power law derived temperature for this example would be
zero, as there is no incoming radiation. Fig.1b) shows the temperature evolution if the temperature
is 100K on one end left end of the object (back and front identical) and 10K on the right end of the
object (back and front identical) with side length of one meter. It takes 6000 seconds, more than 1.5
hours, till a steady temperature is reached.
In a next step, the ambient temperature of three Kelvin and the incoming radiation at a one
AU distance to the sun is added. The object is kept at a constant orientation of 90 degrees of the
object surface to the sun orientation. Fig.2a) shows the heating of the object from zero degrees
Kelvin calculated with the transient model, and the steady state model. It shows that after 250 to
300 seconds (around 5 minutes) the object is heated to a comparable temperature to the steady state
one. Fig.2b) shows the temperature differences between the transient and steady state temperatures
of the front resp. back side of the object, revealing that even after 353 seconds the simplified steady
state temperature is not reached. A temperature difference between the front side and back side
persists. Using the ambient temperature of 3K does not introduce a significant change.
Fig.3a) shows that the temperature difference is constant over time as the object heats up. It
is governed by the thickness and the conductivity of the object. It is also intuitively obvious that
the front side that is subject to the direct radiation keeps to be a bit warmer than the back side, see
also Eq.11. Because the emission force depends on the temperature differences each in the power
of four Eq.9, it increases as the object heats up. The comparison in Fig.3c) shows that the thermal
emission force is still orders of magnitudes smaller than the direct radiation pressure. Still, it has
to be noted that for the steady state model in the case where the emission coefficient on the front
8

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: a) Temperature difference of the front side to the back side as a function of time in
the heating process from 0K for the transient model, b) Emission forces from the transient
and steady state model for the same emission coefficient on the front and back side. c) Comparison between the direct radiation pressure forces and the thermal radiation force for the
transient model.
and back side is the same, this value is exactly zero. Furthermore, the thermal re-radiation is only
surface dependent and not dependent on the sun direction.
4.

Conclusions

A flat high-area-to-mass ratio object has been simulated.The radiation forces acting on the object
have been evaluated. In particular the thermal force models, the simplified steady state and the
transient model have been compared. It takes considerable time for an object to heat up from zero
Kelvin, furthermore the transient state model reveals that there is a constant temperature difference
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maintained, as the sun lit side is always a bit warmer than the side facing away from the sun. This
means in contrast to the steady state model, thermal forces are not zero when the object has the
same emission parameters on both sides. It has to be kept in mind that the thermal forces are an
order of magnitude smaller than direct radiation pressure forces. Further investigations have to be
performed to evaluated the effects on the orbit of a space object.
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